A Companion To Gottfried Von Strassburg S
Tristan
Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a further experience and success
by spending more cash. nevertheless when? complete you take that you require to
get those every needs in the manner of having significantly cash? Why dont you
try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead
you to comprehend even more a propos the globe, experience, some places, when
history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your completely own get older to fake reviewing habit. in the middle of
guides you could enjoy now is a companion to gottfried von strassburg s tristan
below.

Chess in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Age Daniel E. O'Sullivan 2012-07-30
The game of chess was wildly popular in the Middle Ages, so much so that it
became an important thought paradigm for thinkers and writers who utilized its
vocabulary and imagery for commentaries on war, politics, love, and the social
order. In this collection of essays, scholars investigate chess texts from
numerous traditions – English, French, German, Latin, Persian, Spanish,
Swedish, and Catalan – and argue that knowledge of chess is essential to
understanding medieval culture. Such knowledge, however, cannot rely on the
modern game, for today’s rules were not developed until the late fifteenth
century. Only through familiarity with earlier incarnations of the game can one
fully appreciate the full import of chess to medieval society. The careful
scholarship contained in this volume provides not only insight into the
significance of chess in medieval European culture but also opens up avenues of
inquiry for future work in this rich field.
Tristan and Isolde Gottfried von Strassburg 2020-09-16 "I believe this fluent,
accurate, readable translation of Tristan and Isolde will become the standard
English edition of Gottfried's literary masterpiece. Wisely choosing not to
recreate the end rhyme of the original, Whobrey has created a text that stays
true to the original Middle High German while rendering it into modern English
prose. The inclusion of Ulrich von Tü
rheim’s Continuation is a great strength
of this book. For the first time, English speakers will be able to read
Gottfried's work in tandem with Ulrich's and explore—via Whobrey’s discussion
of Ulrich’s sources—the rich Tristan literary tradition in the Middle Ages and
the ways in which Gottfried’s achievement resonated well after his death. The
footnotes provide helpful cultural, historical, and interpretive information,
and Whobrey's Introduction offers a nice overview of Gottfried’s biography, a
discussion of Gottfried's important literary excursus, his place within the
literature and genres of his time, and the source material for his Tristan.
Particularly useful is Whobrey’s discussion of the intricate and masterful
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structure of Gottfried’s text." —Scott Pincikowski, Hood College
Pleasure and Leisure in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Age Albrecht Classen
2019-08-05 Jan Huizinga and Roger Caillois have already taught us to realize
how important games and play have been for pre-modern civilization. Recent
research has begun to acknowledge the fundamental importance of these aspects
in cultural, religious, philosophical, and literary terms. This volume expands
on the traditional approach still very much focused on the materiality of game
(toys, cards, dice, falcons, dolls, etc.) and acknowledges that game
constituted also a form of coming to terms with human existence in an unstable
and volatile world determined by universal randomness and fortune. Whether
considering blessings or horse fighting, falconry or card games, playing with
dice or dolls, we can gain a much deeper understanding of medieval and early
modern society when we consider how people pursued pleasure and how they
structured their leisure time. The contributions examine a wide gamut of
approaches to pleasure, considering health issues, eroticism, tournaments,
playing music, reading and listening, drinking alcohol, gambling and throwing
dice. This large issue was also relevant, of course, in non-Christian
societies, and constitutes a critical concern both for the past and the present
because we are all homines ludentes.
Medieval Pets Kathleen Walker-Meikle 2012 An engaging and informative survey of
medieval pet keeping which also examines their representation in art and
literature.
The Power of a Woman's Voice in Medieval and Early Modern Literatures Albrecht
Classen 2007-01-01 The study takes the received view among scholars that women
in the Middle Ages were faced with sustained misogyny and that their voices
were seldom heard in public and subjects it to a critical analysis. The ten
chapters deal with various aspects of the question, and the voices of a variety
of authors - both female and male - are heard. The study opens with an enquiry
into violence against women, including in texts by male writers (Hartmann von
Aue, Gottfried von Straßburg, Wolfram von Eschenbach) which indeed describe
instances of violence, but adopt an extremely critical stance towards them. It
then proceeds to show how women were able to develop an independent identity in
various genres and could present themselves as authorities in the public eye.
Mystic texts by Hildegard of Bingen, Marie de France and Margery Kempe, the
medieval conduct poem known as Die Winsbeckin, the Devout Books of Sisters
composed in convents in South-West Germany, but also quasi-historical documents
such as the memoirs of Helene Kottaner or Anna Weckerin's cookery book,
demonstrate that far more women were in the public gaze than had hitherto been
assumed and that they possessed the self-confidence to establish their
positions with their intellectual and their literary achievements.
Bodily and Spiritual Hygiene in Medieval and Early Modern Literature Albrecht
Classen 2017-03-20 While most people today take hygiene and medicine for
granted, they both have had their own history. We can gain deep insights into
the pre-modern world by studying its health-care system, its approaches to
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medicine, and concept of hygiene. Already the early Middle Ages witnessed great
interest in bathing (hot and cold), swimming, and good personal hygiene.
Medical activities grew over time, but even early medieval monks were already
great experts in treating the sick. The contributions examine literary,
medical, historical texts and images and probe the information we can glean
from them. The interdisciplinary approach of this volume makes it possible to
view this large field in a complex and diversified manner, taking into account
both early medieval and early modern treatises on medicine, water, bathing, and
health. Such a cultural-historical perspective creates a most valuable bridge
connecting literary and scientific documents under the umbrella of the history
of mentality and history of everyday life. The volume does not aim at
idealizing the past, but it definitely intends to deconstruct modern myths
about the 'dirty' and 'unhealthy' Middle Ages and early modern age.
Tristan and Isolde: Gottfried Von Strassburg Gottfried 1988-08-01
Courtly Pastimes Gloria Allaire 2022-11-25 The modern concept of passing
leisure hours pleasantly would, in the Middle Ages, have fallen under the
rubric of Sloth, a deadly sin. Yet aristocrats of past centuries were not
always absorbed in affairs of state or warfare. What did they do in moments of
peace, "downtime" as we might call it today? In this collection of essays,
scholars from various disciplines investigate courtly modes of entertainment
ranging from the vigorous to the intellectual: hunting, jousting, horse racing;
physical and verbal games; reading, writing, and book ownership. Favorite
pastimes spanned differences of gender and age, and crossed geographical and
cultural boundaries. Literary and historical examples come from England,
France, Germany, Spain, and Italy. Courtly Pastimes analyzes the underlying
rationales for such activities: to display power and prestige, to acquire
cultural capital, to instill a sense of community, or to build diplomatic
alliances. Performativity − so crucial in social rituals − could become
transgressive if taken to extremes. Certain chapters explore the spaces of
courtliness: literal or imaginary; man-made, natural, or a hybrid of both.
Other chapters concern materiality and visual elements associated with courtly
pastimes: from humble children’s toys and playthings to elite tournament
attire, castle murals, and manuscript illuminations.
Multilingualism in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Age Albrecht Classen
2016-09-12 Bi- and multilingualism are of great interest for contemporary
linguists since this phenomenon deeply reflects on language acquisition,
language use, and sociolinguistic conditions in many different circumstances
all over the world. Multilingualism was, however, certainly rather common
already, if not especially, in the premodern world. For some time now, research
has started to explore this issue through a number of specialized studies. The
present volume continues with the investigation of multilingualism through a
collection of case studies focusing on important examples in medieval and early
modern societies, that is, in linguistic and cultural contact zones, such as
England, Spain, the Holy Land, but also the New World. As all contributors
confirm, the numerous cases of multilingualism discussed here indicate strongly
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that the premodern period knew considerably less barriers between people of
different social classes, cultural background, and religious orientation. But
we also have to acknowledge that already then human communication could fail
because of linguistic hurdles which prevented mutual understanding in religious
and cultural terms.
The Arthur of the North 2011-03-01 The Arthur of the North is the first booklength study of the Arthurian literature that was translated from French and
Latin into Old Norse-Icelandic in the thirteenth century, which has been
preserved mostly in Icelandic manuscripts, and which in early modern times
inspired the composition of narrative poems and chapbooks in Denmark, Iceland,
and Norway, chiefly of the Tristan legend. The importation of Arthurian
literature in the North, primarily French romances and lais, is indebted
largely to the efforts of King Hákon Hákonarson (r. 1217–63) of Norway, who
commissioned the translation of Thomas de Bretagne’s Tristan in 1226 and
subsequently several Arthurian romances by Chrétien de Troyes and a number of
Breton lais. The translations are unique in that the French metrical narratives
were rendered in prose, the traditional form of narrative in the North. Only
one work was translated into verse in Norway, namely Chrétien de Troyes’s
Yvain, which was commissioned by Queen Eufemia (d. 1312), the German wife of
the Norwegian king Hákon Magnússon (r. 1299–1319), and which is the only
Arthurian romance in Old Swedish. The earliest Arthurian texts to have been
translated antedate King Hákon’s program of translation, however. The
Prophetiae Merlini in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae were
rendered by the Icelandic monk Gunnlaugr Leifsson in Merlínússpá, around the
year 1200. Presumably at the same time, or a little later, Geoffrey’s Historia
was also translated in Iceland and entitled Breta sögur. The book concludes
with a chapter on Arthurian literature in the Rus’ area, precisely East Slavic,
with a focus on the Belarusian Trysčan.
Romance and History Jon Whitman 2015-01-08 A wide-ranging account of the
relationship between romance and history from the medieval to the early modern
period.
Wagner's Parsifal William Kinderman 2013-07-02 William Kinderman's detailed
study of Parsifal, described by the composer as his "last card," explores the
evolution of the text and music of this inexhaustible yet highly controversial
music drama across Wagner's entire career, and offers a reassessment of the
ideological and political history of Parsifal, shedding new light on the
connection of Wagner's legacy to the rise of National Socialism in Germany. The
compositional genesis is traced through many unfamiliar manuscript sources,
revealing unsuspected models and veiled connections to Wagner's earlier works.
Fresh analytic perspectives are revealed, casting the dramatic meaning of
Parsifal in a new light. Much debated aspects of the work, such as Kundry's
death at the conclusion, are discussed in the context of its stage history.
Path-breaking as well is Kinderman's analysis of the religious and ideological
context of Parsifal. During the half-century after the composer's death, the
Wagner family and the so-called Bayreuth circle sought to exploit Wagner's work
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for political purposes, thereby promoting racial nationalism and anti-Semitism.
Hitherto unnoticed connections between Hitler and Wagner's legacy at Bayreuth
are explored here, while differences between the composer's politics as an 1849
revolutionary and the later response of his family to National Socialism are
weighed in a nuanced account. Kinderman combines new historical research,
sensitive aesthetic criticism, and probing philosophical reflection in this
most intensive examination of Wagner's culminating music drama.
Imagination and Fantasy in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Time Albrecht
Classen 2020-08-24 The notions of other peoples, cultures, and natural
conditions have always been determined by the epistemology of imagination and
fantasy, providing much freedom and creativity, and yet have also created much
fear, anxiety, and horror. In this regard, the pre-modern world demonstrates
striking parallels with our own insofar as the projections of alterity might be
different by degrees, but they are fundamentally the same by content. Dreams,
illusions, projections, concepts, hopes, utopias/dystopias, desires, and
emotional attachments are as specific and impactful as the physical
environment. This volume thus sheds important light on the various lenses used
by people in the Middle Ages and the early modern age as to how they came to
terms with their perceptions, images, and notions. Previous scholarship focused
heavily on the history of mentality and history of emotions, whereas here the
history of pre-modern imagination, and fantasy assumes center position.
Imaginary things are taken seriously because medieval and early modern writers
and artists clearly reveal their great significance in their works and their
daily lives. This approach facilitates a new deep-structure analysis of premodern culture.
The Routledge Companion to Medieval English Literature Raluca Radulescu
2022-12-30 The Routledge Companion to Medieval English Literature offers a new,
inclusive, and comprehensive context to the study of medieval literature
written in the English language from the Norman Conquest to the end of the
Middle Ages. Utilising a Trans-European context, this volume includes essays
from leading academics in the field across linguistic and geographic divides.
Extending beyond the traditional scholarly discussions of insularity in
relation to Middle English literature and ‘isolationism’, this volume: Oversees
a variety of genres and topics, including cultural identity, insular borders,
linguistic interactions, literary gateways, Middle English texts and
traditions, and modern interpretations such as race, gender studies,
ecocriticism, and postcolonialism. Draws on the combined extensive experience
of teaching and research in medieval English and comparative literature within
and outside of anglophone higher education and looks to the future of this
fast-paced area of literary culture. Contains an indispensable section on
theoretical approaches to the study of literary texts. This Companion provides
the reader with practical insights into the methods and approaches that can be
applied to medieval literature and serves as an important reference work for
upper-level students and researchers working on English literature.
Magic and Magicians in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Time Albrecht
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Classen 2017-10-23 There are no clear demarcation lines between magic,
astrology, necromancy, medicine, and even sciences in the pre-modern world.
Under the umbrella term 'magic,' the contributors to this volume examine a wide
range of texts, both literary and religious, both medical and philosophical, in
which the topic is discussed from many different perspectives. The fundamental
concerns address issue such as how people perceived magic, whether they
accepted it and utilized it for their own purposes, and what impact magic might
have had on the mental structures of that time. While some papers examine the
specific appearance of magicians in literary texts, others analyze the
practical application of magic in medical contexts. In addition, this volume
includes studies that deal with the rise of the witch craze in the late
fifteenth century and then also investigate whether the Weberian notion of
disenchantment pertaining to the modern world can be maintained. Magic is,
oddly but significantly, still around us and exerts its influence. Focusing on
magic in the medieval world thus helps us to shed light on human culture at
large.
Tristania 2009
Tristan with the 'Tristran' of Thomas Gottfried von Strassburg 2004-07-01 One
of the great romances of the Middle Ages, Tristan, written in the early
thirteenth century, is based on a medieval love story of grand passion and
deceit. By slaying a dragon, the young prince Tristan wins the beautiful
Isolde's hand in marriage for his uncle, King Mark. On their journey back to
Mark's court, however, the pair mistakenly drink a love-potion intended for the
king and his young bride, and are instantly possessed with an all-consuming
love for each another - a love they are compelled to conceal by a series of
subterfuges that culminates in tragedy. Von Strassburg's work is acknowledged
as the greatest rendering of this legend of medieval lovers, and went on to
influence generations of writers and artists and inspire Richard Wagner's
Tristan and Isolde.
The Mabinogi Charles William Sullivan 1996 Culture in Practice collects the
academic and political writings from the 1960sthrough the 1990s of
anthropologist Marshall Sahlins. More than a compilation, Culture in
Practiceunfolds as an intellectual autobiography. The book opens with Sahlins's
early general studies ofculture, economy, and human nature. It then moves to
his reportage and reflections on the war inVietnam and the antiwar movement,
the event that most strongly affected his thinking about culturalspecificity.
Finally, it offers his more historical and globally aware works on indigenous
peoples,especially those of the Pacific islands.Sahlins exposes the cultural
specificity of the West,developing a critical account of the distinctive ways
that we act in and understand the world. Thebook includes a play/review of
Robert Ardrey's sociobiology, essays on "native" consumption patternsof food
and clothes in America and the West, explorations of how two thousand years of
Westerncosmology affect our understanding of others, and ethnohistorical
accounts of how cultural orders ofEuropeans and Pacific islanders structured
the historical experiences of both. Throughout, Sahlinsoffers his own way of
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thinking about the anthropological project. To transcend critically our
nativecategories in order to understand how other peoples have historically
constructed their modes ofexistence--even now, in the era of globalization--is
the great challenge of contemporaryanthropology.
Routledge Revivals: Women and Gender in Medieval Europe (2006) Margaret Schaus
2017-07-12 First published in 2006, Women and Gender in Medieval Europe
examines the daily reality of medieval women from all walks of life in Europe
between 450 CE and 1500 CE. This reference work provides a comprehensive
understanding of many aspects of medieval women and gender, such as art,
economics, law, literature, sexuality, politics, philosophy and religion, as
well as the daily lives of ordinary women. Masculinity in the middle ages is
also addressed to provide important context for understanding women's roles.
Additional up-to-date bibliographies have been included for the 2016 reprint.
Written by renowned international scholars and easily accessible in an A-to-Z
format, students, researchers, and scholars will find this outstanding
reference work to be a valuable resource on women in Medieval Europe.
Laughter in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Times Albrecht Classen 2010-09-22
Despite popular opinions of the ‘dark Middle Ages’ and a ‘gloomy early modern
age,’ many people laughed, smiled, giggled, chuckled, entertained and ridiculed
each other. This volume demonstrates how important laughter had been at times
and how diverse the situations proved to be in which people laughed, and this
from late antiquity to the eighteenth century. The contributions examine a wide
gamut of significant cases of laughter in literary texts, historical documents,
and art works where laughter determined the relationship among people. In fact,
laughter emerges as a kaleidoscopic phenomenon reflecting divine joy, bitter
hatred and contempt, satirical perspectives and parodic intentions. In some
examples protagonists laughed out of sheer happiness and delight, in others
because they felt anxiety and insecurity. It is much more difficult to detect
premodern sculptures of laughing figures, but they also existed. Laughter
reflected a variety of concerns, interests, and intentions, and the collective
approach in this volume to laughter in the past opens many new windows to the
history of mentality, social and religious conditions, gender relationships,
and power structures.
The Giant Hero in Medieval Literature Tina Marie Boyer 2016-05-18 In The Giant
Hero in Medieval Literature, Tina Boyer offers an analysis of giants as
antagonists and heroes in medieval European epics and romances.
A Companion to Middle High German Literature to the 14th Century Francis G.
Gentry 2002 This volume is a guide to medieval German literature from its
beginnings in the eighth century to the fourteenth century. It will escort the
motivated student and colleague with interest in the European Middle Ages but
no expertise in older German languages. The chapter authors, all
internationally-known scholars, were given the freedom to arrange their
chapters as they felt most appropriate, including the question of the terminus
ad quem. Chapters deal either with a chronological period, e.g. 13th century,
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or with specific genres, eg. drama. In addition, chapters both on the
historical epoch and on the development of the German language in the medieval
period have been included. In general, historical and cultural topics play an
important role in each chapter.
Tracing the Trails in the Medieval World Albrecht Classen 2020-10-12 Every
human being knows that we are walking through life following trails, whether we
are aware of them or not. Medieval poets, from the anonymous composer of
Beowulf to Marie de France, Hartmann von Aue, Gottfried von Strassburg, and
Guillaume de Lorris to Petrarch and Heinrich Kaufringer, predicated their works
on the notion of the trail and elaborated on its epistemological function. We
can grasp here an essential concept that determines much of medieval and early
modern European literature and philosophy, addressing the direction which all
protagonists pursue, as powerfully illustrated also by the anonymous poets of
Herzog Ernst and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. Dante’s Divina Commedia, in
fact, proves to be one of the most explicit poetic manifestations of the
fundamental idea of the trail, but we find strong parallels also in powerful
contemporary works such as Guillaume de Deguileville’s Pèlerinage de la vie
humaine and in many mystical tracts.
A Companion to Arthurian Literature Helen Fulton 2012-01-30 This Companion
offers a chronological sweep of the canon of Arthurian literature - from its
earliest beginnings to the contemporary manifestations of Arthur found in film
and electronic media. Part of the popular series, Blackwell Companions to
Literature and Culture, this expansive volume enables a fundamental
understanding of Arthurian literature and explores why it is still integral to
contemporary culture. Offers a comprehensive survey from the earliest to the
most recent works Features an impressive range of well-known international
contributors Examines contemporary additions to the Arthurian canon, including
film and computer games Underscores an understanding of Arthurian literature as
fundamental to western literary tradition
Women and Gender in Medieval Europe Margaret Schaus 2006 Publisher description
Eyewitness Companions: Opera Leslie Dunton-Downer 2006-10-30 Spanning 400 years
of musical drama, Eyewitness Companions: Opera is your guide to the musical
world. Explore operas and composers from the late Renaissance on, including
such classical masters as Verdi, Puccini, and Bizet. Eyewitness Companions:
Opera is the complete visual guidebook to the great operas, their composers and
performance history. Eyewitness Companions: Opera includes more than 160 operas
by 66 composers around the world. This richly illustrated eBook includes actby-act plot synopses and storyline highlights, plus detailed profiles cover
composers, Librettists, singers, and more.
A Companion to the Works of Hartmann Von Aue Francis G. Gentry 2005 In perhaps
25 years of creative productivity (ca. 1180-ca. 1205), Hartmann von Aue
authored a dispute about love between the body and the heart, Die Klage,
numerous songs of courtly love, crusading songs, and most likely took part in a
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Crusade himself. He composed the first German Arthurian romance, Erec, based on
Chrétien's like-named work, and he -- apparently -- ended his literary career
with a second, Iwein. Further, he is the creator of two provocative rel-igiousdidactic works, Gregorius, a tale of double incest, repentance, and redemption,
and Der arme Heinrich, the account of a seemingly perfect nobleman who is
stricken with leprosy and then ultimately cured by a process set into motion by
a very young peasant girl, whom he ultimately marries. No other medieval German
poet treats such an extraordinary breadth of themes at such a high level of
artistic expression. The essays in this volume, written by scholars from North
America and Europe, offer insight into many aspects of Hartmann's oeuvre,
including the medieval and modern visual and literary reception of his works.
The volume also offers considerations of Hartmann and Chrétien; Hartmann's
putative theological background and the influence of the Bible on his tales;
the reflection of his medical knowledge in Der arme Heinrich and Iwein; and a
complete survey of his lyric production. Newer avenues of research are also
presented, with essays on issues of gender and on the role of pain as a
constitutive part of the courtly experience. It is hoped that this volume will
prove to be a stimulating companion not only for those familiar with Hartmann
but also for those who are just making the acquaintance of one of the greatest
of medieval German poets. Francis G. Gentry is Professor Emeritus of German at
the Pennsylvania State University and the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Mental Health, Spirituality, and Religion in the Middle Ages and Early Modern
Age Albrecht Classen 2014-07-28 This volume continues the critical exploration
of fundamental issues in the medieval and early modern world, here concerning
mental health, spirituality, melancholy, mystical visions, medicine, and wellbeing. The contributors, who originally had presented their research at a
symposium at The University of Arizona in May 2013, explore a wide range of
approaches and materials pertinent to these issues, taking us from the early
Middle Ages to the eighteenth century, capping the volume with some reflections
on the relevance of religion today. Lapidary sciences matter here as much as
medical-psychological research, combined with literary and art-historical
approaches. The premodern understanding of mental health is not taken as a
miraculous panacea for modern problems, but the contributors suggest that
medieval and early modern writers, scientists, and artists commanded a
considerable amount of arcane, sometimes curious and speculative, knowledge
that promises to be of value and relevance even for us today, once again.
Modern palliative medicine finds, for instance, intriguing parallels in
medieval word magic, and the mystical perspectives encapsulated highly
productive alternative perceptions of the macrocosm and microcosm that promise
to be insightful and important also for the post-modern world.
A Companion to Wagner's Parsifal William Kinderman 2005 New essays
demonstrating and exploring the abiding fascination of Wagner's controversial
work.
Gottfried Von Strassburg and the Medieval Tristan Legend Adrian Stevens 1990
This volume comprises selected papers from a Tristan symposium held at the
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Institute of Germanic Studies in London. The symposium was conceived by the
organizers as an experiment in transatlantic dialogue and the papers represent
the views of scholars from a variety of North American and British
universities. The main focus of attention is Gottfried's Tristan. Familiar
assumptions about the text are questioned and fresh perspectives are offered on
many contentious issues: those disagreements which persist are themselves a
reflection posed by Gottfried's masterpiece. In addition, new light is thrown
on the treatment of the Tristan theme in medieval and modern times.Contributors
are: MICHAEL CURSCHMANN, W.J. MCCANN, MARGARET BROWN, C. STEPHEN JAEGER, M.H.
JONES, ADRIAN STEVENS, ARTHUR GROOS, THOMAS KERTH, MICHAEL BATTS, MARIANNE
WYNN, JANET WHARTON, GEORGE GILLESPIE, JOAN M. FERRANTE, LESLIE SEIFFERT,
SIDNEY M. JOHNSON, PETRUS W. TAX, AUGUST CLOSS, H.B. WILLSON, ROY WISBEY.
Catalogue of Books in the Library of Queen's College, Belfast Queen's
University (Belfast, Northern Ireland). Library 1897
Desire in Dante and the Middle Ages Manuele Gragnolati 2017-07-05 This volume
takes Dante's rich and multifaceted discourse of desire, from the Vita Nova to
the Commedia, as a point of departure in investigating medieval concepts of
desire in all their multiplicity, fragmentation and interrelation. As well as
offering several original contributions on this fundamental aspect of Dante's
work, it seeks to situate the Florentine more effectively within the broader
spectrum of medieval culture and to establish greater intellectual exchange
between Dante scholars and those from other disciplines. The volume is also
notable for its openness to diverse critical and methodological approaches. In
considering the extent to which modern theoretical paradigms can be used to
shed light upon the Middle Ages, it will interest those engaged with questions
of critical theory as well as medieval culture.
A Companion to Gottfried Von Strassburg's "Tristan" Will Hasty 2003 The legend
of Tristan and Isolde -- the archetypal narrative about the turbulent effects
of all-consuming, passionate love -- achieved its most complete and profound
rendering in the German poet Gottfried von Strassburg's verse romance Tristan
(ca. 1200-1210). Along with his great literary rival Wolfram von Eschenbach and
his versatile predecessor Hartmann von Aue, Gottfried is considered one of
three greatest poets produced by medieval Germany, and over the centuries his
Tristan has lost none of its ability to attract with the beauty of its poetry
and to challenge -- if not provoke -- with its sympathetic depiction of
adulterous love. The essays, written by a dozen leading Gottfried specialists
in Europe and North America, provide definitive treatments of significant
aspects of this most important and challenging high medieval version of the
Tristan legend. They examine aspects of Gottfried's unparalleled narrative
artistry; the important connections between Gottfried's Tristan and the sociocultural situation in which it was composed; and the reception of Gottfried's
challenging romance both by later poets in the Middle Ages and by nineteenthand twentieth-century authors, composers, and artists -- particularly Richard
Wagner. The volume also contains new interpretations of significant figures,
episodes, and elements (Riwalin and Blanscheflur, Isolde of the White Hands,
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the Love Potion, the performance of love, the female figures) in Gottfried's
revolutionary romance, which provocatively elevates a sexual, human love to a
summum bonum. Will Hasty is Professor of German at the University of Florida.
He is the editor of Companion to Wolfram's "Parzival," (Camden House, 1999).
German Literature of the High Middle Ages Will Hasty 2006 New essays on the
first flowering of German literature, in the High Middle Ages and especially
during the period 1180-1230.
Gender Bonds, Gender Binds Sara S. Poor 2021-05-10 While Gender Studies has
made its mark on literary studies, much scholarship on the German Middle Ages
is largely inaccessible to the Anglo-American audience. With gender at its core
as a category of analysis, "Gender Bonds, Gender Binds"uniquely opens up
medieval German material to English speakers. Recognizing the impact of Ann
Marie Rasmussen’s Mothers and Daughters in Medieval German Literature, this
transatlantic volume expands on questions introduced in her 1997 book and
subsequent work. More than a mere tribute, the collection moves the debates
forward in new directions: it examines how gender bonds together people,
practices, texts, and interpretive traditions, while constraining and
delimiting these things socially, ideologically, culturally, or historically.
As the contributions demonstrate, a close, materially focused analysis produces
complex results, not easily reduced to a platitude. The essays steer a firm
course through the terrain of gender bonds and binds, many of which remain
challenging in the present. Herein lies the broader reach of this volume, for
understanding the longevity of patriarchy and its effects on human relations
demonstrates how crucial the study of the past can be for us as a society
today.
The New Arthurian Encyclopedia Norris J. Lacy 2013-09-05 First published in
1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Handbook of Medieval Culture Albrecht Classen 2015-08-31 A follow-up
publication to the Handbook of Medieval Studies, this new reference work turns
to a different focus: medieval culture. Medieval research has grown
tremendously in depth and breadth over the last decades. Particularly our
understanding of medieval culture, of the basic living conditions, and the
specific value system prevalent at that time has considerably expanded, to a
point where we are in danger of no longer seeing the proverbial forest for the
trees. The present, innovative handbook offers compact articles on essential
topics, ideals, specific knowledge, and concepts defining the medieval world as
comprehensively as possible. The topics covered in this new handbook pertain to
issues such as love and marriage, belief in God, hell, and the devil,
education, lordship and servitude, Christianity versus Judaism and Islam,
health, medicine, the rural world, the rise of the urban class, travel, roads
and bridges, entertainment, games, and sport activities, numbers, measuring,
the education system, the papacy, saints, the senses, death, and money.
Conflicting Femininities in Medieval German Literature Karina Marie Ash
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2016-05-23 Drastic changes in lay religiosity during the High Middle Ages
spurred anxiety about women forsaking their secular roles as wives and mothers
for religious ones as nuns and beguines. This anxiety and the subsequent need
to model an ideal of feminine behavior for the laity is particularly expressed
in the German versions of Latin and French narratives. Using thirteenth-century
penitentials, monastic exempla, and sermons, Karina Marie Ash clarifies how
secular wifehood was recast as a quasi-religious role and, in German epics and
romances from the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, how female
characters are adapted to promote the salvific nature of worldly love in ways
that echo the pastoral reevaluation of women at that time. Then she argues that
mid and late thirteenth-century German literature not only reflects this
impulse to idealize women's roles in lay society but also to promote an
alternative model of femininity that deploys ways of privileging secular roles
for women over religious ones. These continuously evolving readaptations of
female protagonists across cultures and across centuries reflect fictive
solutions for real historical concerns about women that not only complement
contemporary pastoral and legal reforms but are also unique to medieval German
literature.
The Cambridge Companion to the Arthurian Legend Elizabeth Archibald 2009-09-10
Covers the evolution of the legend over time and analyses the major themes that
have emerged.
Medieval German Literature Marion Gibbs 2002-09-11 This comprehensive survey
examines Germanic literature from the eighth century to the early fifteenth
century. The authors treat the large body of late-medieval lyric poetry in
detail for the first time.
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